
12-30-23  Peace Team. A few Rhymes for Raps thoughts if U dig. Been learning more 

history about when Lenin was in power and Stalin took power. 1928. These days, billions of 

people across Earth are noticing and sharing famous “warnings” that seem Biblical to many 

who have been following the Global political story. Good people who believe in the Spirit of 

love are in a convergence across the planet. The good versus evil story is playing out on a 

Global stage. Historically, when Lenin wasn’t well, he apparently wrote a warning letter to 

remove Stalin from any power (to some, Stalin is called the worst Dictator in the History of 

the world?). The warning letter is called “Lenin’s Testimony”. The document is not a certified 

handwritten letter, yet apparently talked about a lot. So, as it relates to our current time? 

Some of us notice there are decisions to either allow the former prez to run for office or not, 

because of the breach of the Capital by his mob (that he rallied in front of) on January 6th. 

The Supreme Court overturned Colorado’s attempt to keep him off the ballot last week. The 

question is whether Jan 6th was an insurrection or not, and whether the former prez was 

responsible. The 14th amendment says that an insurrectionist cannot run for office. What 

will the future think? Was the public opinion too late to see the evil for what it was? Public 

opinion is very important. Why isn’t the topic treated with more urgency in movies/tv? No 

blaming, just asking a question. So, with the villain force of chorbanahoo mimicking itself 

and copying itself to take power across Nations, will the people of Earth triumph in new 

ways? Unfortunately for many Nations, there are increased attempts to stop Freedom of 

Speech, and Voting. Some very sad stories. The villain can sense the new paradigm. We are 

living the story. Praying for the Spirit of peace to heal the Nations. God is love, as we abide 

in love, God abides in us. (Call it Providence or luck) With the world facing a 6th extinction 

level event over time, will there be a Divine in reconciliation of the evil forces before its 

inevitable collapes? We may see some of it, yet we are certain the future will see all 

of…Meanwhile, we’re all in this together…HipHopOnelove…Be safe. Take care. peace 

 


